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Who? 

Mike Matton (mike.matton@vrt.be) 
Bart Janssens (bart.janssens@vrt.be) 

VRT? 

Public broadcaster in Flanders (Belgium) 
- 2300 employees 
- 3 TV Channels 
- 5 Radio Channels 
- Large online presence  

- News, Sports, Culture 
- VOD channel 

- VRT Innovation - in-house R&D lab 
- 25 employees 
- Media innovation projects 
- 4 members - Data team
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Agenda
- Introduction - Becoming a data driven company  

Mike Matton/Bart Janssens - VRT 

- Fake News Discovery and Propagation from Big Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence 
Monica Franchesini - Engineering 

- Is it true? Assessing the trustworthiness of information found online  
Nikos Sarris - ATC 

- AI techniques bring added value to audio and video contents for the Broadcast Media industry  
Ariane Nabeth-Halber - Berlin IT 

- The impact opportunity of trust and personal data for media  
Kathryn Geels - Digital Catapult 

- Discussion on challenges 



In the beginning there was nothing

No raw data

No data-based insights

No real-time dashboards 
(except for Google Analytics)

Everyone sat in his own data silo
No joy  
(well…)



But…

everybody says they are doing it

so why don’t we





How it all started

Data @ VRT Innovation



Our Organisation

Data team @ VRT Innovation

Head of analytics department

Challenge #1: The comfort zone



Challenge #2: Finding the right case



Challenge #3: Data driven = hard

- Hard to implement 
- Data is hard to get  
- Locked-up data silo’s 

- Hard to maintain 
- Complex integrations 
- Processes



Tackling the challenges

1. Define areas/stakeholders where we can have maximum impact  

2. Use cases, use cases, use cases 

3. Create a production pipeline for solving data related questions   

Plan of attack



1. Data domains

Production Customer Business

More efficient  
production processes

Optimise offering 
to our customer

Data driven  
business decisions

CRM/personalisationRT Dashboards Deep-down analytics



2. Use cases

R/T Dashboard VOD platform

Prediction on virality news

Content performance analysis



3. Production pipeline

github.com/dataprism

- Easy access to data silo’s 
- Open-source technology (eg. Apacha Kafka) 
- Data service bus with event playback 
- Toolbox for data scientists (Zeppelin, Kibana) 
- Reduces data engineering costs by factor 5
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Discussion

Smart speakers  
how do media companies fit in? 

GDPR/personal data  
and the impact on the media industry

Impact of Google and Facebook 
 on traditional media

Value of AI for media companies



Let’s join forces within BDVA
Task Force TF7 on Applications 

Subgroup 4 (TF7-SG4) dealing with media-related topics 

Objective of media subgroup: 
1. Development of “strategic” white paper 

Setting scope for future research & innovation 

2. Development of workshops in relevant locations 
E.g. This workshop 

3. Setting up collaborations with other media-related initiatives 
- NEM 
- MediaRoad 
- 5G PPP 
- …



Thanks

Mike Matton (mike.matton@vrt.be) 
Bart Janssens (bart.janssens@vrt.be)
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